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Abstract. The work we present here, is mainly an endeavour to explicit and to clarify 
the notion of symbol: once their physical status has been admitted, such entities have 
inevitably some extension in space and time; thus the corresponding concept must be 
defined in connection with the machinery of which the function is to mark and to 
modify ‘ihe signs which are the objects of calculus. We can express this point of view 
by saying that the notion of symbol derives from the duality composed one the one 
hand, by a physical disturbance, and on the other, by a machinery which treats it. In a 
first stage, this approach enabled us to create a model of calculus, inspired by 
Turing’s, in which the classical notion of state becomes uperfluous. We call this 
model a 3 p, x and it is characterized: firstly by an exlusively Boolean processing 
component, without feed-back, secondly by a special movement of this component of 
which the amplitude is defined as smaller than that of symbol examined. A distinct 
theory can then be developed on this foundation, without recourse to other definitions 
of calculability; the detailed construction of a universal machine of the model ensures 
its autonomy. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. The notion of symbol 
In a study published in 1964 on contemporary logic [ 11, R. Martin stated: ‘31 nest guere possible 
de donner une theorie cohtrente de la designation des symboles si on ne sait ce quest un 
symbole”1. 
The main idea which underlies the following developments is this: the status of the symbol is that 
of a “concrete physical body “2. Before the constitution of calculability theory, and. as it were, by 
way of a prelude, this position was clearly stated by ilbert: “The necessary condition of the 
applicatior of logical reasoning (...) is that there be something to be represented: namely, some 
cancrete things existing outside logic, which are present in our ind as immediate data of 
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experience, previous to any activity of mind. For logical reasoning to be sound, these things in all 
t/z&parts mu,z: be seen at a glance and we must recognize, by immediate intuition, at the same time 
as these things in themselves, how they occur, how some are distinguishable from others, how 
they follow one another, how they are layed out, one next tc the other. Such is the fundamental 
position that I consider essential for mathematics and for every kind of thought, comprehension 
and scientific ommunication. Specifically in mathematics, the object of our investigation, these 
“things” are the concrete signs themselves, whose shape occurs to us immediately, obviously, 
according to our fundamental position and remains perfectly recognisable” 121. It is interesting to 
relate this text of 1925 to some methodological elements developed much later by A. Newell and 
H. Simon, at the time of the 10th TuringLecture: “a physical symbol system consists of a set of 
entities, called symbols, which are physical patterns that can occur as components of another type 
of entity called an expression (or symbolic structure). Thus a symbolic structure is composed of a 
number of instances (or tokens) of symbols related in some physical way (such as one token being 
next to another)...” [3]. 
1.2. Physical status of symbol 
Any theory, whatever its degree of abstraction or formalism, necessarily makes use of some 
physical means of expression: the signs by which it appears can always be reduced to disturbances 
of the physical world, such as graphs or sounds, in space and time. 
When we consider the field of calculaoilir;r, such questions are essential; calculus must be 
characterized as an action on symbols, and it matters little that such entities are considered, inother 
theories, as abstractions; here we have to act on these ntities, to mark and to move them in space, 
to change them, and thus to enter into the field of physics. This being so, the coherent heory of 
the designation of symbols, referred to by R. Martin, does indeed seem essential, and generally 
speaking, it is difficult to conceive how a theoretical vision of calculus could avoid the effort of 
abstraction and representation concerning physical processes, which accompanies or rather 
constitutes the act of calculus. 
2. The model a+p,x 
2.1. Methodological remark 
As we suggested above, we must examine with care the status of symbols. Here they will not be 
considered as abstractions but as concrete physical bodies. Thus they have some extension i  space 
and/or time. The question is then one of exact description of the protocol by which signs are 
detected, isolated, recognized and distinguished one from another. 
2.2. Description of the machine 
It is the movement which defines the elementary entity recognized ythe prwessingcompsnent 
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(PC). In Turing machines (TM), standardized symbols3 occupy divisions of space whose size is 1. 
Movement can thus be expressed, from time t to t+l r depending on whether it is to the left or to the 
right: 
The machine we define also has a PC, whose characteristics will be examined hereafter; the size of 
the space divisions is 1, but the dimension of movement is l/2. This can be illustrated as follows: 
A 
Whereas, in the Turing machine, the symbols associated with the PC were: 
MAH -d 
here they may be: 
Of course, the symbols of the latin alphabet are used here merely to help intuitive representation. 
There is no reason why such picturea should be avoided, when their power of evocation is 
obvious. 
2.3. Two linguistic levels 
In Turing’s theory some elements are passed over in silence. For instance, symbols are considered, 
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t&, from the point of view of the PC and from the point of view of an external observer. Although 
these points of view are quite different, we confuse them because the set of symbols used by the 
external observer is the same as that used by the PC. Under these conditions it is not useful to 
distinguish them. 
In the model a+ p, x this is no longer true: 
From the r oint of view of the external observer, it is desirable to express the successive situations 
observed so as to highlight the fact that the sign under PC control at a given moment, shares 
certains characteristics with the previous ign under control. In other terms, the shapes of symbols 
successively processed are in a characterstic harmony with each other. 
From the point of view of the machine, this question is not raised. In order to clarify this poiut, let 
us imagine a binary code, 2” 2 k, k defining the size of the alphabet to be coded, and a PC which 
following drawing, n= 4 
1 2 3 4 










whereas we will have: 
I P.T. I 
The little squares represent one bit cells. It is obvious that, each time, in the two types of machine, 
the PC works on one among 2” possible configurations which constitute the associated alphabet, 
and that no other indication is given. 
2.4. Formal characterization of the model 
The model can present many determinations, concerning space sizes embraced by the PC, in SO far 
as these determine the number of shapes the PC can distinguish and process, and concerning the 
type of movement of the PC within the space of the configuration, which is always characterized 
by the overlapping ofspaces uccessively processed. 
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Let us consider an example: 
The PC examines a 5-bit sequence; for each of the 32 possibilities, the PC reaction is defined, 
namely the writing of a new S-bit sequence, and the execution of a move to left or right, that we 
here suppose to be of 3 bits. Supposing that a move to the right has just been made (dotted lines 
indicate previous PC position): 
In order to express the relation between these two situations we have to represent hings as 
follows. 1 1 0 0 1 in order to show that the left-hand side is overlapped. If the next rule *II 
associated to this case, implies a move to the left, then the distinction introduced by our notation 
between the first group of two bits and the second of three bits, is sufficient for a correct 
description of the process; on the other hand if it were a move to the right, the notation would 
obviously not be appropriate. 
In fact in this particular case, it would be better to represent transformations bycoding left and right 
parts of the rules thus: xx x xx 00 , according to a schema of the type, aXa' + PYp', x , so that 
the processing sequence govcmed by rules can be corrected and simply interpreted by the external 
observer. 
In order to avoid this trouble, we will fix the following determination which is absolutely without 
restriction% aa' + pp', x. In this case, signs a, a', p, p', designate certain shapes in Q same set 
of shapes; in other terms the processing sequence isarranged so that overlapped shapes are chosen 
in the same set as that in which non-overlapped shapes are chosen. Such situations correspond 
exactly to the case of a PC scanning a2n-word and moving n bits to right or to left. 
In sum, the model determination for which we will present auniversal machine is defined thus: 
- an alphabet A*={ a 1,. . .,ot,p} called alphabet of the observer, 
- we call A** = A” x A*, machine alphabet , 
- an alphabet M=( D,G,S), 
- a mapping F, 
F:(x,y) E Def(F) c A** + ((x’,y’),h) E A** x 
This mapping describes local transformations operated on the configuration by the PC, and the 
moves associated with each transformation, or possibly the stop condition. 
- a mapping C, 
3 PE so that Qj E ( 1,2,...,p d ‘v’j e {1,2,...,p) 
This represents he current configuration. 
- a condition defining position, by which we can distinguish in , . . . ,p } two successive 
elements, and which represents he current position of the PC. This co 
p) which indicates the first of the two elements to be taken under PC control. 
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2.5. Diversity of calculus-models and the specific nature of the model a + p, x 
At present, proofs of equivalence between the different definitions of calculability (Church 141, 
post [5], Turing [fj], Markov [7], Kleene [8], Smullyan [9]), have strengthened the credibility of 
Church’s thesis. At the same time, this unification seems to have created apropensity to confuse, a
posterior& the sometimes very different intuitions which induced ifferent definitions. 
Returning to the idea that any calculus theory includes a physi.cal component, it appears that 
diversity in the formulation of these theories, even if they are equivalent in principle, can only be 
advantageous, both for the effective practice of calculus, and for thle clarification and investigation 
of the concepts involved. For instance, the theory of celbular automata, widely inspired by biology, 
engendered many applications and results. In another approach, Priese’s apprehension f symbolic 
inscriptions [lo], that we could describe as geometric, constitutes an attempt to present cellular 
automata as two-dimensional generalizations of Thue systems? 
To return to the a + f3, x model that might be compared, from an algebraic point of view, with 
Rethore’s communicating stacks automata [ 111, or with Zeleznikar’s overlapping algorithms [ 121, 
we have brought some precision to the classical notion of state, and to the particular kinds of 
memorisation involved in processes of calculus. Thanks to Shannon [13] we know how to 
transform any TM into a TM with two internal states only. Transposing these results into the 
language (MAB) of Nolin’s machine with adressables boxes [14], we have proved , firstly, that a 
general structure of MAB programmes can be given, characterized by a double switching whose 
one or other entry is selected at each step of calculus; secondly, that such a structure associated toa 
single switching cannot be attained, if the state of the central memory is not maintained [ 151. These 
results seem to indicate a distinction in processes of calculus, between two different ypes of 
memorization: the first obviously connected to the tape memory structure, the second to the 
“necessary” switching within the programmes themselves, reflected by the multiplicity of states in 
the Turing model. 
The model a + p, x shows on the contrary, that a kind of machine may be conceived, whose 
power is the same as TM [15], but which does not involve internal phases of memorization. In
Turing’s framework we could say that he PC function is confined to that of a Boolean operator, 
therefore without feed-back, and that to transition from state to state is involved. Thus, even in a 
framework very close to Turing’s, the notion of state is not essential to a coherent definition of 
calculability. In terms of more classical programming, we could say that a “Go to” a single label, 
without inspection of the central memory, does not prevent the sequence of calculus. Lastly, let us 
point out that the model a * p, x induced the conception of new memory structures f16],[ 171, 
characterized by their lack of segmentatat:on nd that optimal development of these structures induces 
in turn the conception ofassociated processors [ 181. 
2.6. Autonomy of the model a+p,x 
Equiwkme proofs are frequent in calculability theory. any are used to establish the existence of 
a universal machine associated with a given model,, by proving equivalence between the said model 
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and others for which universality isensured. This manner of proceeding does not give us a suitable 
guarantee that the model is self-contained, since the expression of calculus processes has to be 
previously compiled in the language of another model. 
Moreover, the construction of a universal machine (UM), in its own language, is one of the best 
ways to demonstrate he characteristic techniques of programming in the model; one of the most 
beautiful examples i  given in Post’s construction ofuniversal systems [ 191. 
3. Coding of the universal machine of model a+ p ,x 
3.1. Introduction 
Let us consider a machine without change of state, an associated configuration on which the 
machine will act, starting from a given position of the PC. 
As indicated above 0 2.4., such a device is characterized by the following elements: an alphabet 
A*, an alphabet M, a mapping F, a mapping C, and a condition defining position of the PC, jo. 
Coding consists then in the definition of a one to one procedure, connecting to the triple (F, C, j($ 
a certain configuration i the universal machine (UM) we aim to construct. Such a procedure must 
be capable of realisation, whatever the set of rules, the configuration C, and the condition defining 
position; in particular A* may be of any cardintity Th;: universal machine we will construct must 
be of exactly the same type as all the others machines of which it will rectiive the code in the form 
of one of its own configurations. 
This machine k characterized as follows: 
- an alphabet A&-[ al ,. . ., a,,,, V), called observer-alphabet 
- the machine-alphabet ing A; = Au*M x A<M 
- an aIphabet M&={d,g,s) 
- a set of rules: 
- a current configuration 
Cm: Z + A&, such that 
3qe Nsuchthat’v’k~ (1,2,...,q) CUM(k) E A,,, 
Vk e (1,2,...,q) uM(k) = V 
- a condition defining position determined by a value ko in ( 1,2,.  ., q} and which indicates the first 
of the two elements to be taken under control by the PC. 
We will later examine questions of the construction of A& and 
We will now indicate how to construct the current configuration of the universal machine. 
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3.2. Coding configuration C and the condition defining position 
A current configuration C is represented before coding as follows: 
. . . . . . . 00 00 00 a;a* *I ‘2”“” l l 
CCijCtij+l . . . . . . . . CXiw 00 00 . . . . . . . p 
it in the UM thus: 
. ..VVV~*O . . . . . . . . O*O . . . . . . O* . . . . . . . A0 . . . . . . . . . OBO .. . . . . . . . . OC...*O . . . . . . . . . 0*011 @I) 
The first O-sequence, corresponding to ai,, has i1+3 times the sign 0, the second O-sequence 
corresponding tocc12, has i2+3 times the sign 0, and so on. 
In other terms symbols ai are represented by O-sequences whose length is i+3; two consecutive 
symbols in C are delimited in the code by the symbol *, except he two symbols which are under 
PC control in C; for them we will use the following signs: A to delimit ‘X+ from aij, B to 
delimit alj from a$+r, C to delimit cxij+l from aij+2 
The configuration Cm always tarts with the sequence IO and the part of this configuration which 
codes C always ends with 01. This last sign, I, indicates the partition between the zone where C 
is coded and the following zone where F will be coded. 
The sign 1, is used on a meta-linguistic level and indicates a partition in the space of a 
configuration; likewise the inclusion of part of a configuration i a box, Cl , indicates that his part 
is under PCm control. 
In the UM, the st&ng position of the PC, for the chosen code, is on the sequence IO. At that time 
only, this position will be characteristic of the fact that CUM can be interpreted as exactly 
representing the whole machine and the associated configuration of which it has received the 
coding, at the exact moment when its PC controls the sequence qjqj+t. 
Before we continue, we must draw attention to certain particular situations concerning 
configuration-coding, essential in so far as they indicate cases where the PC is at one end of C; for 
these cases we must forsee a possible xpansion of the configuration. 
These situations are the following: 
CS$ 
..0.... 00 00 m) 
u 
CCiloli2 . .. . . . . . CQjaij+laa.* l * CX+w 00 00. . . . . . . 
the associated code will then be: 
AO. . . . . . . . OBO .. . . . . OC . . . . ..*O. . . . . . . . . 0*0 . . . . . . . . . . Or.. . *O.. . . . . . . . 0*011 
c53): 
. . . . . . . 00 w 00 O$,Cii, . . . . . I . . a- a- ,j Ij+l . . . . . . 
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. ..VVVm*O . . . . . . . . 0*0 . . . . . . O* . . . . . . . $0 . . . . . . . . . OAO .. . . . . . . . OBO .. . . . . OCOLI 
(S4) 
. . . . . . . cm-06 00 Qo =.....“. 
the associated code will then be: 
. ..VVVHAO . . . . . . OBO .. . . . . . . . . OCO_Li 
3.3. Coding the set of rules 
The mapping F is entirely defined by a set of schemas constituted as follows: 
aiaj+ a,ar, h with h E {D,G,S 1 
They will be coded as follows: 
Iovo...owo...oxo...oYo.. .OZOkl 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
Iovo...owo...oxo...oYo...ozo~~ 
I OVO.. OWO.. 0X0.. .OYO.. .OZOhOJOVVV.. . 
As for the configuration code, the symbols ai are represented by O-sequences; the left part of a 
rule is delimited by marks V, W, X and the right part by marks X, Y, Z, which represent the 
symbols to be substituted for the left part; the movement associated toa rule is represented by D or 
G in the seqttence ODO or GGO placed just after the letter Z of the rule concerned. 
In the notation used above, the symbol h $ays the part of a variable taking the values D or G or S 
which represents he stop condition. When a rule contains astop condition, it is always of the form 
CXiolj + CX@jl, S. 
Thus, when a stop condition is encountered, no modification of the chain of symbols will be 
realised; in this way there is no restriction on the power of the model. In some cases we will 
represent different possible situations as follows: 
. . . . . . . . . X . . . . . . or . . . . . . . . . Y . . . . . . will be noted . . . . . . . . . G..-...,.. 
4. Logic and structure of Ebe universal programme 
We will now explain the main lines of the method to be followed in order to construct 
progressively the rules of the universal machine. 
4.1. Identification of the applicable rule 
The code of C indicates by the positions A, B, C, the chains of symbols 011 which the 
transformation is to be applied. 
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In the code of F, we necessarily find, between a V and an X, the code of the left part of a rule 
which exactly corresponds tothe chains of symbols between A and C. 
Thus we must identify the zone VO.. .OWO.. 0X in which the two O-sequences, the first, between 
V and W, the second, between W and X, are the same as those between A and B and between B
and C respectively. 
4.1.1. Comparison of chains VO . . . . OW and AO...OB 
We will search in the rules code, all the chains stretching between aV and the next W, which are 
identical to those stretching between A and B. This search will be set in action as follows: the 
PCm will run from its left-most position cl IO , to the right (without modifying the configuration) 
until it meets the position a A0 ; this position serves as a cue to induce the progression over one sign 
space of a special mark in the O-sequence b rween A and B. The PCm will continue to move to 
the right, without change of configuration until it reaches the area where the rules are coded; in this 
area a similar process will be triggered by every position VO. The PC,, buffers on the right-most 
position 03 will release abackwards procedure until it reaches its left-most position. The whole q
process will then be reinitialized. 
The essential stages of this succession ofphases may be represented asfollows: 
n IO . . . . . .A0 . . . . . . . . . OB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lOVO0 ,..... 1ov . . . . . . LOV . . . . . . hOJ 
................................................................................... 
IO ...... q A0 ....... .OB ......................................................... 
IO ...... ov q .. ..o B ......................................................... 
IO ...... OVO q 00 . ..O B.. ....................................................... 
..................... cl ......................................................... 
........................... q ................................................... 
.............................. Cl ................................................ 
IO .... ..OV 0 ........ .OB ............ LOpJO ................................. 
IO .... ..OV 0 ......... OB ............ l.OOA@O .............................. 
10 .... ..OV 0 ....... ..O B ........... ._L00A0 
0 
00 0 ........................... 
............................................................ q .................. 
............................................................... cl 
............... 
..................................................................... q ......... 
IO......V 0 ............ OB ........... .IOAoO ...... ~OAO...hOAO . ..h q 
......................................................................... 
.............................................................................. 
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......... Cl ...................................................... ............... 
l-l I@- . ..‘v’O.. .......... OB.. ......... IOA ...... l&A.. .... LOA.. .... hOJ 
Brs~kward ules are constructed thus: x y- + x-y , g. 
The next phases, forwards-backwards, will then serve to make the special mark 0 progress 
towards B and towards the w’s 
Different si.tuations may then appear: 
- the special mark buffers on W, whereas during the same progression, it had not buffered on B; 
the corresponding rules are then eliminated from the search, since the O-sequence between the 
relevant V and W is too “short”. 
- during a progression, the special mark buffers on B; this triggers the signal twhich will be carried 
in the same progression towards the rule area where two cases must be examined: 
- during the carrying forward oft, the special mark does not buffer on W: corresponding rules 
are then eliminated from the search, since the O-sequence between the relevant V and W is too 
“long”. 
- during the carrying forward of t, the special mark buffers on W: the two O-sequences are 
then identical. This phase will end by a special substituting PM for the W’s thus detected. 
4.1.2. Comparison of chains MO...OX and BO...OC 
We will search in the rules code, only among the rules detected by the previous procedure, the 
chain which, stretching between an M and the following X, is identical to that stretching between B
and C. This search is similar to the above, except for the modifications of some letters. Of course 
several technical aspects are not developed here and will be presented below in $5 where we give 
the details of the universal programme. 
At the end of the previous phase, the symbols X, Y, Z of the applicable rule thus detected, are 
specially marked thus, z, 7, z and x. 
The buffering of signal t on J and the subsequent return backwards, will indicate the start of a new 
phase of which we will now give the main lines. 
4.2. Intermediate phase 
In this phase will occur either the stop condition or preparation of the copying process. 
For C code the initial situation is the following: 
. ..VIO . . . . . . if . . . . . . . . . p . . . . . . . . . . . . c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.q 
We have the bounciary-situations corresponding tothe types S& or S4: 
1 ovo...owo...oxo...oYo...wo~~ 
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lov . . . . . . . . . w . . . . . . . . . z.. . . . . . . . fi . . . . . . . . . zos 1 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~............. L-l OtJ V 
The situation OtJ Ll is the beginning of a return backwards, for which all the rules have already been 
created, until one of the following three new and mutually exclusive situations appears: 
4.2.1. The detected rule implies stop condition: SO- 0 
In this case, since according to our conventions no transformation f the chain of symbols is to be 
made, it will be sufficient o transmit, hroughout the backward movement, he indication that S 
was encountered, while at the same time the newly-created symbols of the previous phases, which 
remain in the configuration Clw, are restored to their initial form, i.e. in that order: ‘s,z, y,X, p 
and ‘cf. 
Tine transmitting of the S-indication will be done according to the scheme: xys + xs y , g . 
The end situation will be equivalent to the unique stop condition: IOs + IO , s. 
4.2.2. The detected rule implies a move to the right: cl b- 
In order to understand the way in which we operate, we must anticipate a later phase, that of 
copying; roughly speaking itmay be characterized as follows: 
- Firstly we will copy, from J and beyond, the chain of symbols tretching from I to v (exclusive 
of V); this chain has indeed not been modified by application of the treated rule. 
- Secondly, we must copy, not the chain stretching between V and C, because this is precisely the 
object of the transformation, but the chain stretching between x and z which represents he result 
of the transformation, with this particularity hat symbols X,v, z must be replaced respectively by 
symbols *, A and B; indeed the case treated here is that of movement to the right, so that places 
previously occupied by A, B and C mtist now be occupied by *, A and B. 
Therefore, during the intermediate phase, before the copying process, in the code of the applicable 
rule, the symbols z,P, ?! will be specially marked X,, YA , 2,. Thus when the copying process is 
applied to the chain d&mited by these symbols, they will indicate that the symbol to be copied for 
X, is *, for YA is A, for 2, is B. Meanwhile, the original symbols X, Y, 2 will be restored in 
order to be copied later, when the copying process acts on the part containing the rule code. 
- Thirdly we must copy the whole zone stretching from the chain which was the object of the 
application of the rule (from C (excluded) to J (included)). However two situations must then be 
distinguished: 
- If the situation isS1 or S2: during the intermediate phase we will have to substitute sign C for 
the sign * located just after C, in order to perform translation on the right of the triple (A,B,C). 
Moreover the sign 0 located just after the initial place of C will be specially marked b, in order to 
distinguish this situation from that which we will describe hereafter. This mark will also be used as 
a reference defining ihe inning of the last of e three sequences tobe copied, 
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- If the situation is S3 or S4: these xpress the case where configuration is “expanding” tothe 
right; it is not then possible to substitute C for the sign * located on the right of C, since there isn’t 
one. This kind of situation is inevitable: ven if we take care to insert into the configuration co& 
on the right, a succession of signs 00, nothing will ensure that the calculus process will not exhaust 
such a sequence. 
Therefore we will proceed as follows: during the intermediate phase, while carrying the indication 
D, we will investigate whether, on the left of the sign _L which separates the rules code from the 
configuration code, the first separator encountered is * or C. If it is *, it will then be certain that 
boundary-effects cannot occur and we will find ourselves in a situation of type S1 or S2 examined 
above. If it is C, then the sign 0 which follows will be specially marked 0, in order to direct the 
copying operation to a special branch of the process, after the copying of the chain stretching from 
X, to Zu, and this will have the effect of prolonging the copy by the fixed sequence OOOC. 
4.2.3. The rule detected implies a move to the left: CO- q
Previous remarks are transposed here, mutatis mutandis; however some particularities must be 
explained: 
- Roughly, the copying process is as the previously described: firstly the chain stretching fi-om I to 
V, secondly the chain from % to z then the chain stretching from C in the configuration code to J. 
- We will mark specially in the code of the applicable rule the symbols z,?i, 2 as fo!lows: XB, Yc, 
Z 
- lfterwards we will have to distinguish between the two cases, the first, Sl or S3, the second, S2 
or S4. 
- In the fast case, sign A will be substituted, uring the intermediate phase, for sign * located 
just after V, in order to complete the process of translation tothe left of the triple A, B, C. 
- In the second case, this substitution is impossible: the configuration isexpanding to the left. 
Under these conditions, when the moment comes to start the copying process from I, we will 
examine if the initial sequence isof *he type IOV or not. 
= If it is, the copying process will be preceded by the generation of the fixed sequence 
A000 when IO will have been <apied, while the rest of the algorithm will be identical to the 
standard copy operation. 
- If not, standard situation will be guaranteed. 
For all these cases, during the intermediate phase, the sign 0 following C, will be marl& thus 0, in 
L:&r to define the origin of the last sequence to be copied. 
4 ‘2.4. End of the intermediate phase 
,5 .: the s,ld of the intermediate phase, possible situations wtil be (the stop condition ow presenting 
t 3 prablem): 
4.X L In. case of a move to the right 
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FG C code the configuration is: 
. ..V pi* . . . . . . V 0 . . . . . . . . . OpO . . . . . . . OCO . . .. . . . . . OCO . . . . . . . . . *O-L! or 
For the rules code: 
I ov.. ....... w.. ....... . ......... Y.. ....... z% I 
I ................................................... I 
I OV.. ....... W.. ...... .X * ........ YA.. ....... ZBODl 
I ................................................... OJV . . 
- ne case (S2) 
Fc C code the conf@ration is: 
. ..V p[V 0 . . . . . . . . . 0 or 0 . . . . . . . OCO . . . . . . . . . OCLl 
. ..v p[b 0 . . . . . . . OCOO . . . . . . . . . OC . . . . . . . . . 11 0 . . . . . . . . . 0 
F<x t&e rules code: 
~ov.. ....... w........ x.. ....... Y.. ....... rnk 1 
i .................................................... I 
IOV.. ....... W.. ....... . * ........ YA.. ....... ZeODl 
I ................................................... OJV ... 
- The C8se (S3) 
For C cde the configuration is: 
. . 
. . . VE!!!l i * “0 . . . . . .._ .e . . . . . . . O....,... OCtill 
- The case (Sd) 
For C code the confqpatkn ix 
. ..v HV 6. . . . . . . . . 0 0 . . . . . ..OCOLl 
In these two last cases, the pzrt which codes the rules is the same as that given above. 
4.2.4.2. In c~jlst tic 8 rncye to tit: left 
- Thecase (S,) 
For C code tk confign.~rarion is: 
. I. . . . . ..A 0 . . . . . . . . .OVO.. . . . ..Of30.. . . . . . . .OCOO.. . . . . . . . *Ol_l or 
0.. A O...OyO . .. . . . . Oj30 . .. . . . . . . OCb.. . . . . . . . . . *OLl 
For the rules code: 
ov . . . . . . . . . w . . . . . . . ..x . . . . . . . . . Y . . . . . . . . . zoh 1 
t ..,.................................~.~............... 
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- The case (S3) 
For C code the configuration is: 
. . . . ..A 0 . . . . . . . . .OVO.. . . . ..OpO.. . . . . . . .OC&l~ or 
. . . V AO.. .O’dO.. . . . . . Of30 . . . . . . . . .OCh.l 
of rules is the same as that of the preceding case. 
For C code the configuration is: 
. ..v mv . . . . . . p 0 . . . . . . . . . OC6 .. . . . . . 0 0 . . . . . . . . . 0*01( 
The code of rules is the same as that of the preceding case. 
- The case (S4) 
For C code the configuration is: 
. ..vMvo . . . . . ..opo .. . . . . . . . OCOLl 
The code of rules is the same as that of the preceding case. 
4.3. Reconstruction f the configuration 
4.3.1. The case IOD 
First we will copy the chain going from I (included) to Y (not included). This copy, like almost all 
the others, will act using rules of the type X(y)2 + X2(y), d, in order to transport the symbol to be 
copied. These phases will end by rules of the type X(y)V + X-Y, g releasing a backward 
movement. At the beginning of each transport, he symbol following the one to be carried will be 
specially marked @), so as to be a buffer for the backward movement, indicating the next symbol 
to be transported. 
We thus define the rules XY’ + X&L), d and then, Y(x)2 + ?Z(YC>, d and so on... 
The encounter of si;uation ‘:O-, will indicate the end of the first part to be copied. Then the PC,, 
will continue to the right, in order to examine if the situation is 0 or C6. 
- In the first case, indicating astandard situation, this information will be carried, taking care 
previously to mark b following C thus, 6, thereby indicating the <origin of the last sequence to be 
copied. After this transport by rules xy + xy d, we will end up with X,0 indicating the begining 
of the second phase of the copying process for which we define the rule X,0 + X6(*> d. 
The encounter of situation ZBO-, in the last backward movement, indicates the transport of the last 
df- --la + symbol of the second part to be copied. We will use ~11~ AuLb ok O- -2 Zfhl d and it will be . _“\--I - __-.- 
sufficient o mark off 2 so that the next backward movement ends at the sign 0 fallowing C; this 
will enable US to start copying the third and last part. Thus during this phase, the sequence 
X,O...Ollr,O...OZ, will have been copied, X,, YA, Z, being replaced respectidy by *, A B and 
X, Y, Z being restored in the original. 
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_ In the second case, indicating a buffer on the right, this information is transmitted by the 
rules siy + xj; d. Encounter of the situation KO will indicate the beginning of the second phase of 
the copying process. However, at the time of the fmt transport of the first symbol of 
will take care to specify this particular case by using the rule %,$l+ X6(:), until the rule O($& -+ 
O&(a) d occurs, and we define rule T&(*)0 + &&*) d and so on. 
Thereby, when the current phase of copying is completed, the situation gBO- will indicate rthst the 
last symbol to be carried is B, but moreover that his phase includes a special process consisting in 
the generation ofthe sequence OOOC before starting to copy the third and last part. 
4.3.2. The cases 16 and I@ 
- In the case I6, indicating a buffer on the left, this information is transmitted to the end of the 
chain, while 0 following C will be marked 0, and X, marked *B. After the passage through J, the 
sequence IOAO00 will be generated; then everything will be ready to start he copying process with 
no particular difficulties. We note that rules previously defined, for the case of a move to the right, 
are almost sufficient o allow further processing: only a few supplementary ules are needed for 
movement to the left. 
- In the case I@, indicating astandzvd situation, the copying process will be immediately started 
according to a logic identical with that given for the move to the right, in tile standard situation &. 
Here again, rules previously defined are almost sufficient o determine further correct processing. 
Some additional rules will be used, before the re-initialization of the whole process, to suppress 
parasite symbols in the left-part of Cm, henceforth useless. 
5. The universal programme 
In this part, we construct progressively the set of rules forming the universal programme (UP). We 
indicate for each of the main processing phases, the succession of possible situations, and for each 
of these, the corresponding rule. In order to facilitate understanding in complicated situations, we 
will indicate, opposite the rule, successive local states of the UM configuration, in the zone where 
the PC is processing. Each time these states are thus presented, we will interpret the texts of the 
following type, . . . xy z . . . . cl as showing the situation of the system before application of the 
corresponding rule xy + x’y’ d (or g or s). For instance, if the rule commands amove to the right, 
then the next ime will be represented thus, .. . . . .x’ 
At the end of each of the main phases, the configuration will be displayed with the areas of the 
chain on which we have to concentrate in order to understand the calculus development. 
Let US specify some notations and conventions: 
Rules xy + dy’ d (or g or s) will be noted xy, ’ d (or g or s). Rules without any 
transfomation, with move to the right, will be noted xy. + x-y g will often 
noted xy-. cified, it is implici (i.e. to the right). 
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Rules are named by numbers, pairs of numbers, or pairs symbol-number, in paentheses, for 
instance, (1) or (2.3) or (x.12). Generally speaking, every sequence of rules in columns indicates a 
possible sequence of their application. When two or several columns are side by side, the 
indication CJS, below the first column means to refer to the top of the second column and so on for 
the other possible columns. An indication in italics such as Gofo 12, located just below or 
immediately to the right of a rule, means that the next rule to be applied, may be the one which, 
somewhere in the text of the programme, is referred to, by the indication 22. The other possibility 
corresponds to the “natural” sequence of rules in columns. An indication, such as , has the 
same meaning as the indication Goto 12, except hat the possibility evoked is here a certainty. The 
sign @, associated to a rule, means that the application of this rule may recur. When a rule is 
operating, but not for the first time, it appears between signs [ and 3, and possibly only with its 
left-part. 
Of course, all these indications are definitely not parts of the programme itself; in particular, 
notations such as Goto 12 and Gore U, must not be understood as references to labels; such 
notations are only used to allow us to observe the whole possible sequence inthe application of the 
rules. The method used thus consists in presenting the film of all possible processes of the UP, by 
constructing progressively the necessary ules; it is the non-ordered set of these rules that forms the 
unique instruction of the so-called universal programme. 
5.1. Identification of the applicable rule 
5.1.1. Search for identical chains AO.. . . . .OB et VO.. . . . .OW 
(0 IO Goto I 
(1.1)1 o* (1.4)2 OA 
(1.2) *o (2.1) AO,V@ 
(1.3)@ of) (2.2) 
























. . . OA I OOO... 
. ..O+$Xl.. . 
. ..ov&ijo... 
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Then follow the rules: 
(1.12) ow @ WI 
(1.13) wo (1.16) ob! 
@ W)l (1.17) YO 
(1.14) ox WI 
(1.15) x0 (1.18) (%f 
cls 7 
(1.19)7 u) Goto 8 or 9 
(1.20)8 OD (1.22) 06 (1.24)9 0s 
(1.21) Do (1.23) a (1.25) so 
Got0 6 or 14 Goto 6 Goto 6 or IQ 
(2110 OJ,O-J g 
After this first forward movement of the we start a backward movement: 
Goto 11 or 12 or a 
(3.1)11 Do- (3.3)It GO- (3.5)13 so- 
(3.2) OD- (3.4) OG- (3.6) OS- 
Goto 14 Goto 14 Gore 
(X7)14 2% @ W-l 
fS.Sj oz- (3.12) X0- 
(3.13) ox- 
(3.10, Yo- @ [00-l 
(3.11) OY- (3.14) wo- 





Goto II or 12 or 13 
(3.19) Lo- 
(3.20) 01- Gloto 16 
(3.21)17 *o- (3.23)16 a’ 
(3.22) O*- (3.24) oc- 
. ..OAO cl oo- .. . 
. ..OA oo- q o... 
.I l .o AO’ 
cl 
00.. . 
. . . cl OA’ OOO... 







[0*-l Goto 19 
(3) IO-JO 
The process is then re-initialized, inorder to achieve asecond forward movement during which the 
special mark (3 will progress one notch both, between V and B, and in each zone delimited by a A 
and a W, within the part where the rules are coded. In isolating the new possible situations, we 




OV . . . cl ov ooo... 
VO . ..o cl v’o OO... 
00,OQ . ..ov 00 cl o... 
[90,00] . ..ovo~~... 
. ..ovo+J.. 
in the same way, 
(1.28) 
(1.29) 
OA . . . Cl OA OOO... “_ 
A0 OO... 
[00,00] . ..OA 00 cl O... 
[OO,OO] . ..OAOm... 





in the same way, 
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WI . ..ovopiq... 
[00-l . . . 
(3.31) vo- . . . 
w-1 . . . cl OV’ ooo... 
The reason for the substitution ofA for V becomes clear: for the future progressions of the mark, 
situations A0 or VO must not recur, because they would re-initialize this propagation process. 
Similarly, coding ai of ti:e configuration C by a sequence of i+3 signs 0, allows us to start he 
process in such a manner that the encounter of the special mark with the buffer B or W, never 
occurs during the two first forward movements. Although this last point is by no means essential, 
the propagation is simplified by the standardization of the different situations encountered. 




A careful examination shows that no additional rule is necessary inorder to ensure the progression 
of the mark. When the buffers are encountered, three types of situation must be considered, as 
indicated above: 
5.1.1.1. “Short” chains 
These one are discovered when the mark encounters the buffer W, and when, during the same 
forward movement of PCuM, the mark did not buffer against B. This type of situation is 
characterized thus: 
. . . i-J..VO . . . . . . . 00 . . . . . . . . . OB . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . AO...oOW . . . . . . 
+ 
WI . . .OAO..  00 cl owo.. . 
[oo,OO] . ..OAO...O 00 cl wo... 
(2.5) @ow,ow . . .OAO.. oolowp.. 
. ..00...000~~... 
This rule eliminates the zone concerned from the search, since PC,, now crosses it without any 
modification. So we are sure that for a future forward movement, he mark will buffer against B, 
while all “short” rules will have been eliminated, if at least, such rules elcist. 
5.1.1.2. Buffer against B
In this case, we have to identify “good” chains and to eliminate “long” chains. Corresponding 
situations are the following: 
(bl) . . . . ..VQ . . . . . . . COB .. . ..I... J.. . . . . . . AO...oO .. . . . . OW .. . . . . 
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(b2) . . . cl . ..VO . . . . . . . 0OB . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . AO...OOW . . . . . . 
-+ 
[OO] OBO.. . . . . . . 
[oo,OO] . ..QO .. . . . . 0 00 BO . . . . . . . . . cl 
(2.6) 0B,OB’ . ..VO . ...*. 0 o\z/o . . . . . . . . . 
. ..VO 
This situation triggers the propagation of a signal t to the rules area, which indicates that the mark 
has buffered against B. Meanwhile we will change B to m and A to > in order to prepare further 




Goto 20 or 21 
(2.7) B’O,CiTO’ . . .vo. . . . . . . . . OIZI.. . . l . . . . 
(2.8) ob, 00’ . ..vo . . . . . . . . . oon~~...... 
(2.9) o’c,oc’ 
(2.10) c’o,co’ Goto 20 
(2.13)21 0’1,10’ 
(2.14) lQl.0’ 
(2.15)22 Oh,OA’ . ..vo...a . . . . . . $qoo.. . . . .ooo. . . 
(2.16) A’o,>O’ . ..vo...a . . . . . . _Lopqo.. . . . .ooo. . . 
@ [0’01 . ..vo..m . . . . . . 10> oto cl . . . . . . ooo... 
(2.17) 0’0 ,oo’ . ..vo...m . . . . . .J_o>oo.. .o of0 0.. . 
0 
(2.18) 0’0,oo’ . ..VO...Q . . . . . . _Lo>oo...Qo 
cl 
oto . . . 
. ..vo...m . . . . . . 1o>oo...ooQpq... 
- In the case (bl), the rule is too “long”, since the mark does not buffer against W, although it
buffered against B. Such rules are then eliminated by stopping propagation of the mark, while the 
progression of signal t continues. 
(2.19) 8’0,OO’ . ..vo...tiJ . . . . . . _Lo>oo . . . . . . 0 oto . . . 
WQI . ..vo...a . . . . . . _Lo>oo . . . .. . . 0m... 
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(2.27)23 z’o,a;o’ Go@ 24 or 25 
(2.28)24 O’D,OD’ (2.30) O’G,Oc+ (2.32)25 o’S,OS t 
(2.29) D’O,DO’ (2.3 1) Gb,GO’ (2.33) s’o,so’ 
Goto 22 or 26 Goto 22 Goto 22 or 2Q 
(4)26 OtJ,O- J 
This last situation announces the second search-phase.. 
_ In the case (b2) rules thus detected must be selected. New rules to be provided are the 
following: 
(2.34) stw,oIw . ..vo..m . . . . . . 10> . . . . . . El 
O’W oo... 
(2.35) M’ 0,MO’ . ..vo...a . . . . . . -Lo> . . . . . . o[z/o. . . 
. ..vo...6s .. . . . . -lo>... . . . OMH... 
We finally find ourselves in the situation [OtJ,O’J] which triggers a backward movement of the 
PC~; the state of the configuration isas follows: 
I . . . . . . . . . V . . . . . . . . . (lip . .. . . . . . . C . . . . . . . . . _LO> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X . . . . . . > . . . . ..I . . . . . . X . . . . . . . . . 
In order to ensure backward movement up to I, the following new rules are necessary: 
(3.32) MO- (3.35) o>- 
(3.33) OM- (3.36) Qo- 
(3.34) >o- (3.3?) !!!5- 
5.1.2. Search of identical chains mO...OC and MO...OX 
We will present here only really new parts ol ihe algorithm, since the situation is quite similar to the 
one we have just examined: a special mark moves both from a up to C and through the areas 
stretching between M and X. 
The construction ofcorresponding rules consists in a quasi-duplication f the previous construction 
already explained: it will be sufficient hat a and M play the parts of A and V; rules already 
defined, which continue to operate, are not indicated. 
- First forward movement 
(1.33) o?E 




(2.37) MO, Co 
instead of OA 
instead of AO,‘dO 
The sequence has not to be modified 
same remark 
instead of OV 
instead of VO,Ae 
- First backward movement 
(3.38) co- instead of AO- 
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(3.39) ox- 
(3.40) po- 
/2 411 \.#. . a, rrR’ -r 
instead of OK 
instead of Y0’ 
:no,ad nF nw- iii=== iiii Eli ___.,I___ __ =; Y 





instead of OV 
instead of ‘d0 
instead of OA 
instead of A0 
- Second backward movement 
(3.42) co- 
(3.43) po- 
instead of AO- 
instead of VO- 
- and for the following movements 
(1.41) po 
(1.42) co 
instead of ‘VO 
instead of A0 
Moreover, in the part of the configuration where the code of the rules is situated, the movement of 
PCU~ is ensured by the rules already defined, if at least hey do not contain M, since sequences 
. ..OWO... et . ..O>o... are crossed without any modification. 
As before, the development ofthe prxess leads us to distinguish three kinds of situation: 
- for the first case <“short” chains) which is represented thus, 
. . . . . . . . . v . . . . . . . . . po...oo...oc  . . . .. . . . I . . . . . . . . . > . . . . . . . . . co . . . . . . 00x . . . . . . . . . . . . 
we provide the following rule: 
(2.38) 8X,0X instead of OW,OW 
- for the seco- 1 case “long” chains represented thus, 
. . . . . . . . . v . . . . . . . . . PO . . . . . . ooc . . . . . . . . . _L .. . . . . . ..> . . . . . . . . . m...o...oox . . . . . . . . . . . . 
we provide the following rule: 
(2.39) oc,oc’ instead of OB,OB’ 
This last rule triggers the propagation of the signal without ;he need to create a rule corresponding 
to [R’O, mot] since this search-phase is the last. 
Then follow the rules: 
(2.40) O’>,O>’ to allow propagation of the signal 
(2.4 1) >QVO’ to restore the initial symbol V 
(2.42) o’z,o;s’ to allow propagation of the signal 
(2.43) zQ,wo’ e initial symbol W 
The former ules [CtO,O@] et [@O,OOt] will suffice to sto ession of the mark and thus 
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the relevant rules will be eliminated 
- for the third case (the right case) represented thus: 
. . . . . . . . . v . . . . . . . . . PO . . . . . . 0OC . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . > . . . . . . . . . ZO .. . . . . 
we find ourselves in the situation 8’X, as we ended up in E)w, this phase being the last, we have 
merely to mark the area thus detected by means of following rules: 
@7)27 i?o,w Goto 28 or 29 
(OS)28 O%,ODe (es) OeG,OGe (em)29 oes,os* 
(es) D%,DOt @ll) @o,GOf (013) sOo,So’ 
The previous part of the programme allows us to specially mark the part of the applicable rule thus, 
k.. . . . y’. . . .&lx which corresponds tothe transformation which must be applied later: substituting 
the O-chains thus detected for those stretching from V to p and from p to C, and operating the 
associated movement i5or E, or the stop condition. 
Then the propagation f signal tthrough CMU has only the effect of restoring the initial symbols in 
places occupied by > et Z. 
CMU thus presents : 
I . . . . . . . . . v . . . . . . . p . . . . . . . . . . c . . . . . . . . . . . I 
Jn the part of the rules-code we !%d everywhere s quences of the fo!lowtig type: 
ov . ..*.. w . . . . . . . l .x . . . . . . . . . Y . . . . . . . . .zn 
except one which will be presented thus: 
OV . . . . . . W . . . . . . X . . . . . . k‘...... %& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cl OtJ 
5.2. Intermediate phase 
In this phase will occur either the stop condition or preparation of the final copying process. 
After the last situation encountered, OtJ III , a backward mc4vement is triggered and for which we 
have to provide the rules: 
(3.44) vo- 
(3.45) ov- 
These new situations le to one of the three following cases: SO’ or DO’ or 60’. 
5.2.1. The case ‘SO’ 
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Here no transformation nor movement isto be operated: it suffices to return to the standard position 
and to enter into the stop condition of the UM. Moreover, we have to restore CUM to its initiai 
state: so we convey the indication S towtis I, restoring Cm at the same time. 
(W so-,sso g 
WI oss,oss g 
(S3) W,zSo g 
(S4) ozs,osz g 
(Ss)@ oos,oso g 
(W TOS,YSO g
(W OYS,O”Y g 
cls 
(S 14 j32 DOS,DSO g 
(W ODS,OSD g 
lGot0 34 
(S25)36 *OS,*% g 
(SW o*S OS* g 
@ 10061 
Goto 36 or 37 
@ WI 
?W jTos,xso g 
cw oxs,osx g 
30@ WSl 
(SW wos,wso g 
CM ows,osw g 
@ wsl 
cw vos,vso g 
Goto 31 
(S13)31 ovs,osv g Goto 32 or 33 or 35 
(SW GOS,GSO g (S18)33 sos,ssO g 
(SW OGs,OSG g (S 1% oss,oss g 
Goto 34 Goto 34 
(Szl)34 zos,zso g 
[OZS] 
@ [@@I 
(S21) yos,yso g 
wsl 
43 ?!JS] 
(S22) xos,xso g 
[ox’] Goto 30 
(S23)35 ~os,~% g 
(S24) o~s,osI g Goto 36 
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@ [@I Goto 38 
w9 9 10s IOS s (stop of the process) 
5.22. The case iTO’ 
The following part of the programme expresses the step explained above 0 4.2.2. 
&I-, Db g . . . vo...owo...o~o...o~o...zO 
ODD, 0% g . . ..*............................... q ODD0 
BP, qjo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
OZ,, ODZ, . ..* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cl QZJ’J ODO 
OO* 0*0g 9 . ..*..* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
t I 
To*, Y,O g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L-J QP . . . . . . . . .OZ,ODO 
OYA,ODyA g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
El 
Ou, 0.. . . . . . . .OZ,ODO 
Km . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(as) x0*,X,0 g . . . . . .x0*... . . .Ou,O.. . . . . . . . .OZ,ODO 
(as) OX, ,oDX,g . . OX, 0 . . . . . . .OYAO.. . . . . . . . OZBODO q
@ looD1 
(dlO)40 w@? w% g 
(dll) ow”, ow g 
@ mm 
WI vP,v*og 
@W OV*,pVg Goto 45 
41 or 42 or 43 
(dl4)dl IXI?D% g 
[ODD] 
(d15)42 GO*, G*O g 
(dl9 OG* , O*G g 
fM0 44 
(dl7)43 So* s*og 
W0 os*‘o*s g , 
Goto 44 
(d19)44 Z(I*, Z*o g 
(mo) oz* o*zg 
@ r(& 
(dw YOD , YDO g 
(cm) OYD,ODYg 
@ wm 
om x0*, x*0 g 
WI 
@ 
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The state of the configuration isthen: 
. . . l-l 10” . . . . . . V . . . . . . W . . . . . . X . . . . . . Y . . . . . . zohl~ . . . . . . V . . . . . . W . . . . . . X *...... YA . . . . . . Z,OD . . . . . . 
I , 
Follow the rules: 
So, the rules occurring in this part 
(d25)45 10D ,IDO g 
tms) OID,bg 
were used to mark the places X, Y, 2 of the selected rule in 
order to mark the sequence resulting from the application of the rule (*O...OAO.. .OB), while 
maintaining the indication of the initial symbols, from which are derived the notations X,,Y, 2,. 
At this stage, a special branch of the process is used to examine if the case is either of the type CO 
(S3 or S4 ) or of the type *0 (S1 or Sz). As stated above, two situations may occur: in the first 
case, the sign 0 following C will be marked thus, 0; in the second case, the same sign will be 
marked thus, 6, and the first sign * following it, will be replaced by C, in order to prepare further 
copies. This phase will end with the transport of the indication D to Ip , cl after which, we can 
launch the last phase, that of the reconstruction f the transformed configuration. 
- In the first case (S3 or S4), we will have: 






opD, oDp g 
ro(m 
voD, vDo g 
OVD ODV g 
[o& Goto 47 
*OD, *t;“o g 
OJID oD* g Goto 46 9 
IOD (the corresponding rile wiil be given 
later) 
L-l IOD *...v .. . . . . . “.p .. . . . . . . . CL.. (S3) 
0 
IOD v . . . . . . p . . . . . . Cal.............. (S4) 
- In the second case (S1 or S2) 
WW *ii, *DO g 
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48 [O*D,OD* g] 
@ $KP-j 
[*oD,@o g] lhfo 48 
(as) co”,C%t’d 
(d36) O%,OOD d 
(fl7) 0% oDc g 
@ WI 
W9 CW, CD6 g 
s@l 
As annonnced above, rules (d35), (d36), (d37), (d38), allow, firstly, a “bounce” process on C, during 
which we replace * to the right of C, by C and secondly, the markinf of 0 following C thus, 0, for 
the further copying phases. 
The other dles, allowing us to end with cl 
I@ are the same as those defined above for the first case 
(SS and S4). 
The configuration isthen as follcws: 
(Sl) PI*. *O or ........... V . . ........ p.. .......... CO ......... OCO.. ..... 
l- $PJr ......... k7 ............ g.. .......... a.. ....... ocol_. ........ 
(S2) pjT/. .......... p ............ cd  ..... oco.. ...... *01......... 
- 
cl IOD v.. .......... p.. ............. co.. ... .ocoJ- ......... 
or 
And for each case, we have in the code of rules the sequence: 
...... V ......... W ......... X ,, ......... Y4.. ....... &OD.. .......... 
5.2.3. The case CO- 
We will here express in detail the step explained above in 0 4.2.3. As previously, we mark the 
places X, Y, Z of the selected rule, in order to mark the sequence r sulting from the aplication of 
the rule (BO...OCO...O*) and to keep the indication of the initial symbols, from which are derived 
the notations Xn, Yc, Z,. 
69) Eo-, GGO g . . . vo...owo...o~o...o~o...zO q Go- . . . 
W) OGG,OGGg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cl OGG 0.. . 
. cI\ 
UPI %P,Z*Og . . . . . . . . . . . a.-.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
W) 02, 9 oGz* g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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0 TOG, YCO g 
0 OY,, OGYc g 
@ wG1 
(iiN %oG , XBO g 
0 “3XB) oGx, g 
@ DG! 
(g10)49 woG ,WGO g 




Goto 50 or 51 or 52 
Goto 54 
. . . ..*...... 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . ..OZ.OGO.. . 
(g(g14)m D@, D”0 g (g16)51 GOG GGO g 
w9 1 ODG OGDg [OGG:OGG g] 
Gorou 53 
(g17)52 SOG , SGO g 





(SW YOG, YGO g 
am OYG,OGYg 
43 WI 
(g23) xoG, XGO g 
!&W r.XG ,oGxg 
@ [w] Goto 49 
(g25)54 LOG , IGo g 
(g2Q 01’; 9 oGl_ g 
The state of the configuration is then: 
. ..OGIO . . . . ,.v . . . . . . w . . . . . . x . . . . . . Y . . . . . . ZOhlI . . .. . . v . . . . . . w . . . . . . X* . . . . *.Y, . . . . . . z*oG... 
Therefore, it is not useful to examine if the sequence COI is or is not present, because the possible 
expansion of the configuration is necessarily made to the left; thus we now have to detect he 
possible sequence IOV announcing such an expansion. We resent in parallel the development of 
ihe process in the two cases (S19 and ($9: 
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(km o*CoG* g 
(~29~ W4 
6331) ocG,o% g 
@ WC1 
Goto 55 or 54 W9 poG, PC0 g 
w3 opG, oGp g 
[WC] 
G‘ofo 57 
(g34)57 voG, vGo g 
Q335) ovG,6v g 
. . . cl VOG . ..opo...oco ;*** . . . . 
. . . vo . . . . . opo...ocd 
After that, two situations are possible, either (Sl or S3), or I6 (Sz or SJ). cl 
- In the fEst case 06, the fust sign * to the left of V must be replaced by A in order to prepare 
further copies. 
0 06 , 60 g *o . . . . . . . . . cl 06 v . . . . . . . . . t . . . . . . 
0537) *6 , AGOg 0 *6 
. . . . . . . . 0 0 v . . . . . . . . . p . . . . . . 







This last situation I@* indicates the beginning of the terminal phase, that of reconstruction f the 
transformed configuration, which we will treat later. 
The state of the configuration is then: 
In the case (Sl): 
* . . . . . . . . . . . . A0 . . . . . . . * . . . . ovo . . . . . . . ..opo. . . . . . . . . CO .. . . . . *o.l 
n IO A0 . . . . a .. . . . . . ova.... . . . . . opo . . . . . . . . . c(, . . . . . . *oJ_ 
In the case (S3): 
. . . . . . . . . . . . AO., % . . . . . . . . . ovo . . . . . . . . . opo . . . . . . . . . cod_ 
A0 . . . . . . . . . . . . ovo . . . . . . . . . o/30_ . .. . . . . . c&l_ 
- In the second case (S2 or S4), the conliguration appears as follows: 
or 
or 
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In the case (Sz): 
0 16 vo ..* . . . . . . Opo .. . . . . . . . ct, . . . . . . . . . . . . o*o_l 
In the case (Q): 
i-T LJ IO VO . . . . . . . ..opo.. . . . . . . . C6L 
For each one of these cases, we have in the code of rules, the sequence: 
vo . . . . ..owo . .. . . . . . . ox, . . . . . . Yc . . . . . . . . . z, 
5.3. Final phase: reconstruction f the configuration Cm after application of the rule 
- To summarize what was said in the case of a move to the right, the method consists in 
making an exact copy of the sequence stretching beyond J, from I (included) to V (not included). 
This phase will be triggered by the situation Id) . 
cl 
Next, the l?CM will progress towards the area which starts with X* ; during this process, we will 
have observed if there occurred 6 or 6, which express respectively, a standard situation, and a 
situation of buffer to the right. 
- In the first case, we copy the sequence X,0.. . . . .OY,O.. . . . .OZ,, replacing X,,YA and 
ZB by * , A and B respectively, and restoring in the original, X, Y and Z. Afterwards, it suffices 
to continue the copying process from the marked 0 after C. We finish by cleaning the zone 
containing Cm before application of the rule. 
- In the :;econd case, we act as in the first case but, when the copying process of sequence 
X *. . . . . . . . . . . .ZB begins, we mark the last symbol of the chain Zn, in order to have an indication 
allowing us to extend the current copy by the fiied sequence OOOC, before continuing as above. 
- In the case of a move to the left, the method is similar. 
This phase is triggered by situation IO” or situation 16 cl II 
- In the first case, it is a standard situation: we copy the sequence from I (included) to V 
(not included) and then the sequence marked Xg.. . . . .Yc.. . . . . . . .Z,, while X, Y, Z are restored in 
the original, and Xu, Yc, Z, are replaced by B, C, * respectively. The copying process will then 
continue from the marked 0 which follows C up to J. 
- In the second case, the situation expresses a buffer on the left. The process will be 
similar as that described above, except hat it will begin by the generation of the fixed sequence 
IOAOOO. 
From this point onwards, the numbering of references to the phases of operation (e.g. GO to 12) 
starts again at 1; there is no ambiguity because this part of the operation is independant of those 
already described. 
53.1. The case of the move to the right IO” 
5.3.1.1. Copying from I to Y 
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The detailed study of this case and the construction of the associated rules, will allow us to treat he 
essential part of the prucessing of the two other cases (IandH. O 
5.3.1.1.1. Fist copy: transporting I 
cl I OD voo 01) !OD, %(I) d cl IOD ‘00 
Goto 1 or 2 
rs, or Se) @I or S3) 
(13~ &I)*,ii*(I) f&I)*00 q
WiGi 04) *mo,*om io cl *(I)0 0 






(sl or S2) csz or S4) 
012% c(l)o,co(l) (1197 c(I)o,co(T) 
013) (kIKMQ0 (I161 ii(I)_L,O&I) 
@ KM>01 @8 [OOol GQto 
rmcoc<~l PUPI 
(I14) oo,co(r) [*(I)01 Goto 8 or 9 


















Goto 14 or 15 or Zd 
(135)14 O(I)D,OD(I) (IW5 O(W,OW) (139)16 O(I)s,os(I) 
(I36) DOO,M)O (?38) WKW) 040) mwm 
Got0 zz or z7 Goto ZZ or 17 Got0 ZZ or 17 
(14 1)z7 O(r)J,OJ(1) 
(142) J(I)V,J-i g 
The PC,, starts a backward movement fcr which we must provide the following rules: 
(3.44) OJ- , O-J g 
.**..................a 
(3.45) &jo- , z,o g 
(3.46) oz;, o-ZB g 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a 
(3.47) y*o- , YiO g 
(3.48) OYi, o-y, g 
. . . . ..-........ 
(3.49) x*0- , x,0 g 
(3.50) ox;, o-x* g 
to Z8 or 19 
PI or S2) (Q or S4) 
(3.51)18 &- , b-0 g (3.53)19 ol_- ,0--L g 
(3.52) co-, cd g (3.54) co- , c-6 g 
This backward process ends either by 6V-, (a case we will examine later because it indicates the 







GM)21 ~O)*~~*(O~ (06) o(Ow,owO) 
(OS) *(0)0,*00 (07) wOwo(O) 





(Sl cu. s21 
(01 tp2 C(O)&Cd(O) 
(012) &ONkrio<o> 
@ wwN @24 ~oool 
KKw1 vm*l 
(013) C(O)Wo(O) ~‘@~1 

















(S3 or S4) 
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(040)33 ~(o)J,0J(o) 
9 + wo J<W ,JMb 
@4~~ i(op,i-0 g 
The only rule to provide for the return being: 
(3.55) Ji-,J_i g 
We then end up with 
III 
GO- which launches the phase of transport of *. 
5.3.1.1.3. Tralrsporting * 
ivvv 
o~vvv 
OJ i(o)V q VV 
0 Ji- 0 ovvv 












The following rules are then similar to those defied above for the transport of 0. We therefore give 
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(42) i(*)O,iO(*) 
(*43) o<*)W* g 
We must hen provide for the return: 
(3.56) io-j-0 g 
5.3.1.1.4. Following transports 
We then end up with which launches another transport of 0 
(043) cto’,tiQ 
WV w0,iiclco> 
AU the following rules of the type (Ox) having already been constructed except he following: 
The process of backward return is then launched again 






.-ule being necessary. 
Lastly, the following transports of * and 0 and the associated returns require no supplementary 
rules. 
We then end up with the last 0 before V: 
wf-0 ov-,o\ii(o) 
@w v(o)o,~Q(o) 
The end of this copying-phase i  characterized by the situation cl VO- 
It will be noted that situations of the type S2 or S4 after the first return, result in the sltuatiosl (048); 
the rules created thus suffice for the treatement of al11 these cases, the sequence following J then 
reducing to iovv.. . 
X.1.2. Copying of the chain X,0.. . . . .OU,O.. .  .OZB 
5.3.1.2.1. Movement towards the zone to be copied 
The following part of the process allows movement owards the zone to be copied, while 
ectivc ~d~cat~o~s ’ QC ** .
6% w-, VQ 
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The initial instructions of each branch, prepae the corresponding mark for the last phase of 
copying. 
01 of- s2, (S3 or $4) 
(ml)35 c&&i (..I)42 c&c6 
(-2) iio,iit, (Sl) Goto 43 
(-3) &I,00 36 ml 
(-4) k,OC (-6) k-,0; 
(-5) ~O,CO (-7) ;0,*i) 


































Goto 39 or 40 or 41 ~oto 45 or 46 or 47 
SI or S2 
(-20)39 oD,OIj (*22)40 ,06 

































(*24)4lr OS ,os 
(-25) SO,Sb 
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S3 or S4 
(..I 7)46 l&,08 
(-18) GO,Gtj 
Goto 
(S] or $2) 
(-26)48 ~x*,oli* 
We end at X,0 q
(..21)49 ox*,ojl* 
These situations indicate the beginning of transport of the first sign of the chain concerned (*), with 
two distinct elements of information allowing us to distinguish between the cases S1 or S2, frolm 
cases S3 or S4 . 
5.3.1.2.2. Transporting * 
We trigger the transport of *, we mark 
the next symbol to be transported, we 
restore X in the original. 
Adequate rules have already been cons- 
tructed 
. 
We act in the same manner and the in- 









Adequate rules have already been cons- 
tructed 
The state of the configuration is then: 
for the code of C: 
. . . . . . OC .. . . . . . . . _L I 
for the code of rules there are some se-: 
quences: 
ov . . . . . . w. . . . . . x . . . . . . Y . . . . . . zoh 
and the sequence: 
ov......w . . . . . . xii...u, . . . . . .Z~OB 
The state of the con@uration is then: 
for the code of C: 
fo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ciil I 
for the code of rules there are some se- 
quences: 
ov . . . . . . w . . . . . . x . . . . . . Y . . . . . . ZOh 
and the sequence: 
ov......w . . . . . . x6...Y~..*...2!~00 
The copy is formed thus: The copy is formed thus: 
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JiO* . . . . . . , . . “VV.. . VI) JiO*. . . . . . . . .*VV.. . 
JiOWV.. . 6o*vv.. . 
(S3) 
(S2) (S41 
A; the first return no adtitiorkt rule is 
required 
5.3. i 2.3. FoJi0wir.g transports 
At the first return we must provide: 
(3.57) &o-,z~o g 
(3.58) o;iB,o-z* g 
For 0 after X, nothing is required For 0 after X the following rules must 
be provided: 
(0.50) 0(0)~~,05!u(o) 
(0.5 1) 2!*(0)0&0(0) 
For the last 0 before YA: 
(0.52) GYi,OT*(O) 
(0.53) jiAoO,~*O@9 
For the last 0 before YA: 
same rules as opposite 
The chain of O’s which stretches from X, to YA is then copied. The phase is conclukd, for the two 
cases considered, when the situation 
cl 
YAO- is encountered, which launches the phase of transport 
ofA. 
5.3.1.2.4. Transporting A
SI or s2 
(Al9 ?,&Y&A) 
The transport of A is triggered, the next 
symbol to be transported is designated, 
Y is restored in the original. 
S3 or S4 
(Al9 
The same as opposite. 
w9 as opposite 
w9 as opposite 
0W o(A)&$!!~(A) 
(A3 2~(A)O~Bo(A) 
Goto 50 or 51 or 5-2 
(~8950 O(A)S,OS(A) (~10951 O(A)G,OG(A) (A12952 O(A)D,OD(A) 
(As) S(Aj&SO(Aj (Alij W9O,@O(A9 (A139 D(A)O,DO(A9 
Got0 53 or 54 @lo 53 or 54 (Tot0 53 UP ‘i4 
(A 14953 o(A)v,ov(A) 
(A15J V(A)Q,‘JBC$ 
@ !O(A)Ql 
63 io(A901 (A219 Y(K), Ye(A) 
(Al8) O(A)X,?~X(A) @ PN9~ 
(A199 x(A9txO(A9 04.23 0@9z,Oz(A) 
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Sl crs2 
C is as follows: 
F . . . . . . cii . . . . . . OC ....‘. I 
lov...w...x...Y...zohi 
lov...w...x...Y~...z*oDl 
I s................ . . . I . . . . 
b 4 










@ [o(A)01 Gota 55 
(A29) O(A)V,o-A g 
s3 or s4 
C is as follows: 
P . . . . ..cb. 
iov...w. ..x-Y. .ZOhl 
IOV.. .W.. .X.. .Yh . &ODi 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
t 1 
Jb . . . . . . . . . . . .Ou AVVV. . . . . . Jio* . . . . . . . . . . . .O[OO- IAVVV.. . . . . 
5.3.1.2.5. Following transports 
These concern the 0s following Y, The only new rules are the following: 
for the fitFt 0 after YA: 
(0.9) O(o)A,OA(o) 
(0.55) A(o)V,A-0 g 
(3.59) OA-,0-A g 
for the following O’s: 
(0.56) A(O%UW) 
(3.60) AO-,A-0 g 
for the last 0: 
S] or sz S3 or Sd 
(0.57) ~Z&i&(O) (0.59) ” ‘* OZ~,Oi&&Oj 
(0.58) i,co,~~i,oco> CO.601 ik~(0)0&0(0, 
We thus end up in the situation which initializes the following transport, 1.e. that of B. 
5.3.1.2.6. Transporting B
S] orS2 S3 or Sd 
The propagation f the mark y is stop e propagation of the mark - is stopped: 
:: 
@:I) z,o-,ZO(B) 
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(B .2)56 
03.3) 
SI or s2 
@.4)57 O(W,CWW 
s3 or s4 
(B:2)61 ij(~)D,Ofi@) (B:4)62 &B)G,O&B) 
@w &t)O,Gij@q 
lioto 64 or 65 















Goto 56 or 57 or 5% 
(R. 19)Aff O(BjjyO.j(B) 








(B.2@ O(B)v,O-B g 
(B.6)58 O(B)S,OS(B) 
(B.7) %B%uO@) 
59 or 6Q 
(B:6)63 &B)s ,O&ES) 
(B:7) S’(B)O,Sij(B) 














(Ek 18) aB)O,Zij(B) 
Goto 61 or 62 or 63 










mm ._-.-. ., 
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WQ o,v,o-c g 
@ is as follows: C is as follows: 
?o . . .. . . c&I . . . . ..ocol......L 
The code of rules contains only sequences: 
l0v...w...x...Y*..zD~1 
and the copy: 
OJiO* . . .. . . A0 . . . . . . OBVVV... 
f0 . . . . ..coL 
The code of rules contains only sequences: 
lOV...W...X...Y... 
andthecopy: 
OJiO* . . . . . . A0 . . . . . . OBO . . . . . . OCVVV... 
In this case we must provide: 
(3.61) BO-,B-0 g 
(3.62) OB-,0-B g 
5.3.1.3. Last phase of copying process: the chain stretching from 6 to 3. 




(0.62) B(o)V,B-0 g 
new rule 
new rule 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(0.63) B(OMVWO) for the other transports of0 
. . . . . . ..*............ 
(0.W k-, (It(O) 
(0-45s) &00,&0 
for the last 0 before C 
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(C.12) wCnwo(C, @ ro(C)ol 
@ [o(C)01 (C.15) o(C)Y,OY(C) 


















(C.32) o(C)v,o-c g 
5.3.1.3.2. Following transports 
Backward phases thus triggered may result in the situations &I’, and then 6*‘, and then ;O-, all of 
which we have already examined and far which it suffices to create the additional rules: 
(a O(*)A,OA(*) (*55) A(*P,AO(*) 
(*53) o(*SoW) (*56) B(*)o,Bo(*) 
c-1 o(*)cm*) (*V cwom*> 
and also (0.66) C(o)V,C-0 g 
The phase nds up with the situation !zl 61’ which would also have resulted in the case (S3 or S4) as 
announced above in 5 5.3.1.3. 
The state of C is then : (Sl or S2 or S3 or S4) 
f0. . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . OV...W...X...Y...ZOIL . .. . . . . . . . . . J~(%AO...OBC...!!C...O?VVi i : 
From this moment he cases S 1, S2, S3 or S4 are no longer distinguished. We have only to copy 
the sequence 01.. . . . . J which is the same in each of these cases. 
5.3.1.3.3. Transport of the last 0 before I
(0.67) W, oic0> 
(0.68) i<o>o,ioco> 
5.3.1.3.4. Transporting I 
For this paragraph and the following, we will restrict our presentation tothe set of necessary r&s 
without indicating their succession, except hose which, ass ginning and the ends of 



















































(123) w*, o*w 
(124) *“((_Ljo, *o(I) 
u-25) O(WWW) 
Wa) A(UM)o) 















the last 0 before W 
~~23) ww*,o*o 
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the last 0 before Y 
J.-i! Lehmann 
(Y33) 


















5.3.1.3.15. Following transports 
(0.W iiD-,O@o) (0.86) 
(0.85) ~0)0,lb(O) (0.87) 
(0.90) 
5 3.1.3.16. Transporting D,G and s . . 
01) &?‘,D&D) (G0 
@2) ~@>v,iiv(q (G2) 
@3) WNYo@> (63) 
w (G4) 
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@W w(D)o,wo(D~ 03 wG)o,wo(G) 
m o(Wx,ox@) 63 o(G~x,ox(G) 
038) x(D)o,xo(W m-0 x(G)o,xo(G) 
@G) o(D)y,oy@) (W o(G)y,oyK3 
@lo) ww,yo@) WQ y(c)o,yo(G) 
@W ~@>Z,Oz@> Gil) ~C3z,oz(G) 
@W 2@>0,~@> GW z(G)o,~(G) 
031 f-Wm,0WW (G13) o<G>D,OD<GI 
@14) iJ;D)&!%(D) (G14) WG)ODO(G) 
@15) O@)G,O@% (G15) OGIGKXG) 
@16) G@)O,GO@) (GW G(G)O,GO(G) 
@17) OCD>s,O%D> (G17) O(G)s,O%G) 
018) %P)O,sO(W (GW s(G)o,sO(G) 
@I91 o(D)v,Ov@) (G19) B(G)v,OvO 
@2@ O(D)J,OJ(D) (GQ 
Joat Jim 
O(W$O!(G) 
@N GW JW, JUGI 
@22) bnb~ G22) f(G)O,fO(G) 
~23) O@)*VO*(@) (G23) o(G)*L,O*(G) 
~24) *@)O,*O(D) (G24) *(G)O,*O(G) 
m25) eCD>A,OA@> (G25) O(G)A,OA(G) 
0 A@)OAW (G26) &G)OAO(G) 
D27I O@)&OB@) (G2?) O(G)B,OB(G) 
@28) B@)O,BO@) (Ga! NG)O,BID(G) 
@29) O@)COC@) (G29) O(G)c,~(G) 
@30) mVOCO@> (G30) W~O,~~(GJ 
@31) O(D)-L,OkPI (G3rj O(G&~,O&G) 
~32) i(D~O,iOp) (G321 -UG)O,~O(G) 
@33) O(D)V,O”D g (G33) O(G)V,O-G g 
5.3.1.3.17. Following cansports 
(0.91) D(o)V,D-0 g (0.92) G(o)V,G-0 g 
5.3.1.3.18. Transport tif the last 0 before J 
(0.94) iiJ-,Ij(o) 
(0.95) &oji, $0) 
5.3.1.3.19. Transporting J (the last symbol) 
(Jl) ii-,Jio 
(J2) i(J>O,iO(J) 
(J3) O(J)O,OO(J) (912) O(j)i,O&J) 
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(Js) *(J%*g(J) (JJ4) o(J)V,OV(J) 
(Js) 8(J)A,OA(J) (J15) V(JN,Vo(J) 
(rr) A(J)o~O(J) (J16) qJ)W,OWO 
(J8) OCJ)B,OB(J) (J17) W(J)O,Woo 
(J9 BoO,BO(J) <J18) 00)X,0X(J) 
(JlQ o<J>C,OQJ> (J19) X(J)O,XO(J) 
(Jll) C(J%cocJ> (J2Q o(J)Y,OY(J) 
(J23) ZOOzOQ 






(530) O(J)V,O-J g 
At the following backward movement, the absence ofany sign of type j; allows the PC,, to return 
to the situation q fO- which indicates the beginning of the final phase, consisting in the suppression 
of parasite-symbols. 
5.3.1.4. Final phase: suppression ofparasite-symbols 
Cm is as follows: 
In the case (SJ): 
. . . . . .v.. .p...co. ..oc . . . . . . OIOV...W...X...Y...ZOh . . . . . . . hOJl 
+ 
II0 Jr . . . . . . * . . . . . . A . . . . . . B.. . . . .C.. . . . . J_OV...W...X...Y...ZOh .. . . . . . . . . . . hOJVV... 
Lq the case (S2): 
0 fo- v...p...co . . . . . . oc . . . . . . O_LOV...W...X...Y...ZOh . . . . . . . . hOJl 
+ 
II0 * . . . . . . A . . . . . . B . . . . . . C . . . . . . lOV...W...X...Y...ZU, . . . . . . . . . . . . hOJVV... 
In the case (59: 
a fo- * . . . . . . V...~...CO_LOV . . .. . . W . . . . . . X . . . . . . Y . . . . . . ZOh .. . . . . . hOJl 
+ 
II0 * . . . . . . * . . . . . . A . . . . . . BOOOCOl_OV...W...X...Y...ZOh . . . . .. . . . . . . ..XOJVV 
’ In the case (S4): 
‘v’...p...CO_LOV . . . .. . W . . . . . . X . . . . . . Y . . . . . . ZOh .. . . . . . . . hOJl 
+ 
ho * . . . . . . A . . . . . . BOOOCO_LOV...W...X...Y...ZOh . . . . . .. . . 1OJVK.. 
It suffices then to define the “cleaning” rules: 
(VI) PO-,vv (Va) VI ,vv W3) VT3 ,vv 
G72) v* ,vv (V8) vv ,vv 0714) VG ,VV 
0731 vo ,vv (W VW ,vv (VW vs ,vv 
074) vv ,vv ow vx ,vv 0716) VJ ,VV 
0-l VP,VV w 1) VY ,VV 
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(V9 vc ,vv (V12) vz ,vv (Vl7) vi,v I 
This last rule (V17), indicates the end of the calculus and re-initializes the whole process 
5.3.2. The case of the movement to the left 16 
This case (S2 or S4) expresses a situation of buffer on the left; the previous treatment of a 
movement to the right, allowed us to create most of the necessary ules. 
5.3.2.1. First phase: generation of the sequence IOAOOO 
indication of this special branch of the 
process is transmitted..... 
(S2) (54) 
We mark the location of the beginning of We mark the location of 0 for the last 
the last area to be copied. phase of copying process. 
(AlO)74 60 , b6 (A9)75 0-l. , OL 
@74’ rhoh G‘oto 76 
(All) ii* , 0; 
(AQ Go, 4 Got0 74’ 
(Al3) cil , 01 
Goto 
(~14)76 LO ,J_6 





Goto 78 or 79 
We mark the location of the beginning of 
the next area to be copied. 
(fil9)78 6x, , 819’ :: (n25)79 6x , ok 
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Got0 80 or 81 or $2 
(A31)80 k, ti @33)81 b , orj 
KQ) 60,Gb CM &DC 
G- G-3 
(~37)83 6J , OJ 
W9 JV , Ji 
(cr39) iv, iS 
(rdo @V, OA 
Wl) AV, A2 
@4~~ 2v, 01 
(43) lV, o-o g 
Goto 80 or 81 or 82 
(~35)82 ik , 05 










OJiOA 00’ 0 VVVVVVVV 
Cm is then as follows: 
In the case (S2): 
iovo . . . . .. 9J30 . .. . . . ocii . .. . . . 01 
In the case (S4): 
fovo . . . . ..opo.. . .  ocu 
in the code of rules, we find sequences of the following type: 
ov . . . . . . w . . . . . . x . . . . . . Y . . . . . . z . . . . . . Oh 
and the sequence: 
ov . . . . . . w . . . . . . &o . . . . . . OYCO . . . . . . oz*oG 
and finally: 
JiOAOOO 
We have then to provide the following rules of return: 
(3.63) z*o-,z;o g 
(3.64) oz,,o-z, g 
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(3.65) ycfLy$ g 
(3.66) oY;,o-Yc g 
to end up in the situation III 
X,0- which triggers the transport of B. 
5.3.2.2. Copying the chain XuO .. . . . . OYcO .. . . . . OZ, 
5.3.2.2.1. Transporting B
The rules already created are then sufficient to allow the process to continue. 
5.3.2.2.2. Following transports 







The rules already created are then sufficient to allow the process to continue. 
5.3.2.2.4. Following transports 
(0.101) oz;, ,02*(O) last 0 
(0.102) Z*(!$O ,2,Og!) 
5.3.2.2.5. Transporting * (last symbol of the chain) 
We trigger the transport of * and we stop the propagation of the buffer - . 
(*58) 2.&o-,zo(*, 
Then the configuration isas follows: 
for the part stretching to I: 
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fov.. . . p.. .. co.. .. *011 G2) 
fov .... p.. .  .cxL I G4) 
and beyond: 
lov...w...x...Y...zo~ . . . . . .OtiOAoooBO. . .OCO. . .O*V 
5.3.2.3. Last phase of copying process: the chain stretching from 6 to J 
The beginning of this phase corresponds tothe cases 
In the area stretching from 6 to I, we find only the symbols 0, J and * 9 so we end up with the 
situation J ? already treated. Thus the PC,, finally returns to 
El l-l 
fO- . 
Before the final suppression fparasite-symbols, thestate of Cm is: 
(S2): 
cl fo- vo . . . . . . Op . . . . . . OCO . . . . . . *01fiV . . . . . . W . . . . . . X . . . . . . Y . . . . . . ZOh .. . . . . hOJl 
liOAooOB0 .. . . . . OCO .. . . . . *OIOV . . . . . . W . . . . . . X . . . . . . Y . . . . . . ZOh . . . . . . hOJl 
(S4): 
III 
fo- ‘do . . . . . . OPO . . . . . . OCOJmOV . . . .. . W . . . . . . X . . . . . . Y . . . . . . ZOh . . . . . . hoJl 
I~OAOOOBO . . . .. . oco . . . . . . +OIOV . . . . . . w . . . . . . x . . . . . . Y . . . . . . ZOL . . . . . . IOJI 
The final cleaning is then made according to the rules given above. 
5.3.3. The case of the movement to the left I@ cl (SI or S3) 
Here, there is no s lecial phase of generation ofa fixed sequence, because there is no expansion of 
the configuration. So we begin, as for the case of movement to the right, by copying the sequence 
stretching from I to V. 
5.3.3.1. Copying from I to V. 
Just before this process, the state of Cm is: 
(S1): 
q IOG * .I.... A0 . . . ..a OV . . . . . . p . . . . . . Ci) . . . . . . *01l 
or cl IOG A0 . . . . . . OV . . . . . . p . . . . . . CO . . . . . . *oJ_l 
We find in the set of rules some sequences: 
ov . . . . . . w . . . . . . x . . . . . . Y . . . . . . zoh 
and the sequence: 
ov . . . . . . w . . . . . . x, . . . . . . Yc . . . . . . z*ffi 
A0 . . . . . . ov . . . . . . p . . . . . . co_Ll 
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As far as the rules are concerned, the situation is the same as in case (Sl) 







Foto 87 or 88 
87 m-O~l 

















5.3.3.1.2. Following transports 
The possible situations are: 
We have then to provide: 
85 rh9*,ii*<91 







. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
m-901 
The return “through” Z, and Yc 
has already been treated in the 
case 16 
x&-,X;; 0 g 
ox, ,O_XB g 
&I_- ,O- I g (S3) 
(0.103) b(O)~,OJ_(O) (S3) 
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no 0 had previously passed 
(0.105) X,co>O,X,oco) “through” XB 
cl 
$0’ We have then to provide: 







The chain of 0 and * stretching to A, will then be copied, until the last 0 before A, without creation 
of new rules. 
(0.106) OA- ,0&o) 
(OSO?) &0$4&O) 
We end up with jio’ a 
5.3.3.1.3. Transporting A 
(Jm jiO-,Ao(~) 
[O(NO,O(kV1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
6431) 
(~32) 









. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(A33) O(A)bOp(A) 
(A34) p(A)O$O(A) 






. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(A39) O(A)I,OL(A) 
(~40)94 _L(A)O,IO(A) 




. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(A43) oiA)&,O&(N 
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5.3.3.1.4. Following transports 
They concern the chain stretching from A to tl. At the last 0 transported, we end up with the 
situation which has been examined and which characterizes the end of this fast phase. 
5.3.3.2. Copying the chain XuC.. . . . . OYC .. . . . . . . s Z, 
5.3.3.2.1. Movement towards the area to be copied 




. . . . . . . . . . . . 
[h,oi] 
Goto 
so that we end up with: 
5.3.3.2.2. Transporting I3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
[Cb,CO] 





. . . . . . . . . . . . 
t.28) Ox,,o~, ?_nd thus with: q X,0 
It is clear that, from this moment, he situation is the same as the previous case IO. No new rule is 
then required. 
5.3.3.3. Last phase: the chain stretching from 0 to J. 
Cm is as follows: 
(S1): 
ib* . . . . . . A0 . . . . . . Ov . . . . . . p . . . . . . @ib . .. . . . *O-LOV...W...X...Y...ZOh . .. . . . OhTl 
+ 
II0 * . . . . . . A0 . . . . . . OB . . . . . . COO . . . . . . . . . OI*vVv 
or 
f OA .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..cii . . . . . . . . . *oaov...w...x...Y...ZOh . . . . . . ohsl 
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l+OAO T . . . . . . . OB .. . . . . COO . . . . . . . ..Oi*VV7 
(S3): 
or 
fO* . . . . . . AO.. . . ..OV .. . . . . p . . . . . . cijlov...w...x...Y...zO~ . . . . . . OhJl 
liO* .. . . . . A0 . . . . . . OB .. . . . . COO . . . . . . . . . O*VVV 
ibA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c0l.ov...w...x...Y...ulll...... 03en 
liOA0 .. . . . . OB .. . . . . CUO . . . . . . . . . O*VVV 
The situation isthen identical to those already treated and no fkther rule is required to complete the 
copying phase. 
The only novelty will occur in the “cleaning” phase: 
(V18) VA, VV 
6. Remarks of the notion of procedwe 
Although the universal programme that we have presented here is only a particular programme, i.e. 
the programme allowing the description of the execution of any algorithm in the model, its 
elaboration evertheless requires the execution of a number of algorithms, semantically distant 
from each other: for example, in order to detect he applicable rule, we have had to elaborate 
methods for identifying chains of symbols, which +hemselves require techniques for comp%ing 
chains. In the same way, to compile the application of the rule detected, we have resorted to 
methods of substituting one chain for another. Lastly, the re-initialization of the process demands 
the execution of a copy-algorithm. 
These examples how that the notion of procedure is introduced into the. u~odel by a simple 
technique of isomorphic correspondance between alphabets. 
Let us consider, for example, the operation of chain-identification. We have :-&served that this 
operation must occur twice: firstly, to identify the left-hand part of the relevant rule, and secondly 
to identify the right-hand part. Gde could imagine all kinds of situation in which a number of 
programme-calls would occur according to different parameters. A procedural method would then 
operate as follows: when the first call is finished, ccrresponding to the discovery of a particular 
symbol, a systematic process Qf transformation f the configuration is launched, which has the 
effect of substituting an isomorphic symbol for each of the symhnl- IIlwlL) of the configuration. After 
which, if we need to call the same programme, it is already completely constituted: it is the exact 
isomorph 6 Gie previous programme but for the substitution of its characteristic parameters. 
Lastly, the independance of the memory implantation is an immediate consequence of the lack of 
ad.rcss:flg in the model. 
Notes 
1 “It is hardly possible to develop a coherent theory of the de&nation of symbols, if w(; do not 
know what a symbol is” [l] 
2 According to the words of Tarski: “It is quite proper to consider statements a inscriptitins a& 
thus as soiid physica! bodies”[20]0 
3 It would be inexact o suppose that Turing had completely neglected the question tif a careful 
characterization f the symbol, as this quotation shows: “If we regard a symool as literally pri -‘ed 
on a square we may suppose that the square is 0951 O<ySl. The symbol is defined as a set of 
points in this square, viz. the set occupied by printer’s ink. If these sets are restricted to be 
measurable, we can define the “distance” between tvo symbols as the cost of transforming ooze 
symbol into the other if the cost of moving unit area of printer’s id unit distance is unity, 2nd there 
is an infinite supply of ink at x=2 y=O. With this topology the symbols foim a cox!idQnnaly 
compact space” [ 61. 
4 Indeed we can always return to this case: a deterrml&-: cf the type aXa’ + PYP’, x can be 
coinpilcd in Tting’s model, and we have established that hY latter can in turn always ix compiled 
in the determination oca’ -3 pp’, x [ 151. 
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